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etector arrays with
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bstract. We have developed and demonstrated a high-
uty-cycle asynchronous InGaAsP-based photon counting
etector system with near-ideal Poisson response, room-

emperature operation, and nanosecond timing resolution for
ear-infrared applications. The detector is based on an array
f Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes coupled to a custom

ntegrated circuit that provides for lossless readout via an
synchronous, nongated architecture. We present results
howing Poisson response for incident photon flux rates up
o 10 million photons per second and multiple photons per
-ns timing bin. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
ngineers.
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Applications to date using Geiger-mode avalanche pho-
odiodes �GM APDs�, such as three-dimensional laser
adar1 and quantum-key distribution,2 use gated Geiger-
ode operation in which the diode is biased above its

reakdown voltage for a fixed duration at a regular
nterval.3 This gated mode of operation, however, limits the
tility of GM APD detectors to low-duty-cycle applica-
ions, where the gate is synchronous with the optical signal.

e present an approach to expand the utility of GM APDs
o applications requiring high duty cycle and asynchronous
peration.4 We demonstrate that by operating an array of
M-APD detectors asynchronously, the aggregated array

esponse approaches that of an ideal photon-counting de-
ector, maintaining the Poisson statistics of the input beam.

In asynchronous mode an individual APD is overbiased
ntil an avalanche event �firing� occurs, which causes the
ias to be reduced below breakdown for a fixed holdoff
ime before rearming. During the avalanche process carriers
opulate in-band traps. If the device is overbiased while
hese traps are filled, it can lead to spontaneous firing when
he traps depopulate. To avoid this undesirable premature
ring, known as afterpulsing, the bias must be held below
reakdown for a holdoff time to allow for the traps to clear
rior to rearming.5 In this asynchronous mode of operation,
he device spends the majority of the time in the overbiased

091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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state and is only brought below breakdown to quench the
avalanche and clear the traps, maximizing the time avail-
able to detect photons. This is in contrast to gated mode,
where the device typically is only biased for a few percent
of the time.

The typical minimum holdoff time for an InP-based
near-infrared APD at room temperature is on the order of
1 �s,6 which would limit an operating asynchronous APD
to an average incident photon flux around 106 photons /s.
As the rate increases beyond 106 photons /s the detector
spends the majority of the time in holdoff, where incident
photons are blocked from being detected. For a simple
Poisson source, the probability that a single APD element is
blocked can be calculated as the fraction of time the APD is
in holdoff:

Pblocked,single =
tho

tho + �t��
, �1�

where �t�� is the mean time to fire after rearm, which is
simply the reciprocal of the expectation value of the per-
pixel firing rate, and tho is the holdoff time. By distributing
the incident photon beam over an array of APDs and digi-
tally aggregating the output of each independent element in
the array, the self-blocking effect can be mitigated. Equa-
tion �1� can then be extended to the probability a photon is
blocked, using the aggregated output of an array of N in-
dependent elements:

Pblocked,array =
1

1 + �tho��Source/N + �DCR��−1 , �2�

where �DCR is the dark count rate per pixel, �Source is the
mean photon arrival rate across the entire array, and N is
the number of pixels in the array. The expression in Eq. �2�
assumes uniform illumination but can easily be extended to
cover the nonuniform case. By increasing the array size, the
total incident flux allowed for a given blocking probability
increases; however, the total dark-count contribution to the
aggregate output scales with the number of pixels used in
the array.

The performance metrics specific to an arrayed detector
operated in this mode are the aggregated dark count of the
array �DCR=N�DCR� and the probability an incident pho-
ton is blocked �Eq. �2��. The product of �DCR and tho
uniquely fixes the total DCR and blocking performance pa-
rameters and is an effective figure of merit. These param-
eters are strongly temperature-dependent, decreasing the
temperature results in reduced dark count rate but increases
trap lifetime and requires the holdoff time to increase. One
can allow a longer holdoff time by reducing the single-
pixel dark count rate or increasing the number of pixels.

For asynchronous array operation, each pixel detects and
resets asynchronously, thereby randomly sampling the op-
tical source. For large arrays, the response of the aggre-
gated output approaches an ideal photon-counting detector
with a Poisson response. The Poisson-limited output is a
fundamental requirement for many applications.7 In par-
ticular, the detector concept described in this paper has
been an enabling technology for highly efficient photon-
counting communication links.8,9

There were three challenges in implementing this array
detector concept. The first was to develop APD detectors
with sufficiently low t � and good detection efficiency.
ho DCR
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e used back-illuminated InGaAsP / InP detectors sensitive
o 1.06-�m light, following Lincoln Laboratory APD
evelopment.3,6,10 Uncooled, these detectors operate at
bout 50% photon detection efficiency and have a 40-kHz
ark count rate with a 3-�s holdoff. Each APD has a
5-�m active diameter, and the detectors are arrayed in an
�8 grid on a 100-�m pitch.10 The second challenge was

hen to efficiently couple light onto the active area of each
PD. An antireflection-coated gallium phosphide microlens

rray was hybridized to the APD array to increase the fill
actor to about 80%, resulting in an effective 40% photon
etection efficiency. The third challenge was to operate
ach APD asynchronously. A custom readout integrated cir-
uit �ROIC� containing all necessary APD biasing and
rrival-time detection functions is indium-bump bonded to
he APD array. This complete stack is depicted in Fig. 1�a�.

The ROIC was fabricated using a commercial 0.35-�m
omplementary metal-oxide semiconductor �CMOS� pro-
ess. Each APD in the array operates as an independent
ixel. Geiger-mode operation enables each APD to directly
nterface with CMOS logic, as in Fig. 1�b�. Each pixel has
ircuitry for APD biasing, variable avalanche detection
ith active quenching, a free-running counter to time ava-

anche events, and a holdoff time counter. An avalanche
auses the free-running counter to stop, thereby recording
he time of photon arrival, and starts the holdoff time
ounter. When the holdoff elapses, the APD is biased asyn-
hronously. The pixels in the array are organized into rows
s depicted in Fig. 1�c�. A clock distribution tree is used on
hip to guarantee uniform timing. Periodically, the time-of-
valanche counter values for pixels that have been triggered
re shifted out of the array and off the ROIC. The data
utput process does not affect nontriggered pixels �see Fig.
�e�� and completes during the holdoff time. When the out-
ut is sent to an external field-programmable gate array, the
omplete photon arrival-time history of each APD pixel is
ecoded.

Figure 1�d� shows a notional timing diagram for four
lluminated pixels, one pixel per row, with time increasing
long the x axis. Each black rectangle corresponds to an
PD avalanche, followed by a gray bar representing the
oldoff time when the APD is unbiased. A photon that hits

Fig. 1 �a� Physical cross section of photon-cou
circuit. �c� Block diagram of readout integrated
to scale. �e� Section of ROIC pixel row circuit. P
unfired pixels.
ptical Engineering 100502-
an unbiased pixel will still be blocked, as represented by
the black circle in the figure. The diagram shows how a
firing in one pixel does not block the detection of photons
in any other pixel. By exploiting the holdoff time, this ar-
chitecture has zero overhead for data readout, which is nec-
essary for high overall detection efficiency and saturation
power.

Figure 2�a� is a measured histogram of the time between
APD dark counts �interarrival time� for a single unillumi-
nated pixel extracted from the aggregate array data. The
ROIC was operated at 311 MHz, resulting in a holdoff time
of 3.2 �s, although the APDs support shorter holdoff times.
The holdoff time manifests as an absence of photon arrivals
before 3.2 �s. This single pixel has a 38-kHz dark count
rate at 30 °C, consistent with single-device results reported

tacked hybrid. �b� Connection of APD to timing
�ROIC�. �d� Representative timing diagram, not
as fired and is read out without interfering with

Fig. 2 Interarrival-time histograms of unilluminated APD firings for
�a� a single detector and �b� 64 detectors. Inset: map of average
dark count rate per detector.
nting s
circuit
ixel 7 h
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�2
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y Jensen et al.6 This comparison shows that the array con-
ept causes no additional artifacts in detector behavior. An
deal photon-counting detector with a Poisson-distributed
nput maintains that distribution on the output. The
nterarrival-time histogram would then be an exponential
istribution, but because of the holdoff time the response is
learly not Poisson.

When the APD data from multiple pixels are digitally
ggregated, as in Fig. 2�b�, the asynchronous operation of
he ROIC mitigates the holdoff time of any one pixel. In
his case, measured interarrival times can be zero when two
r more APDs fire within a single timing slot. The interar-
ival histogram follows an exponential distribution over
any decades and demonstrates that a near-ideal photon-

ounting detector can be constructed using multiple asyn-
hronous GM APDs. The inset in Fig. 2�b� is a map of dark
ount rates per pixel across the 8�8 array. Three pixels
long the bottom row are disabled due to fabrication de-
ects, and the remaining 61 pixels are relatively uniform
ith an average dark count rate of approximately 40 kHz.
A test setup was constructed to illuminate the photon-

ounting array with subnanosecond laser pulses from a
.06-�m source. We measured an APD detection efficiency
f 40%, including micro-lens losses—consistent with pre-
ious measurements of single devices.11 About 3% of de-
ected photon events were recorded with a time of arrival
ff by one clock cycle due to timing jitter in the detector
nd ROIC.

Figure 3 shows the measured probability distribution for
he detected number of APD firings per laser pulse, com-
ared with theoretical Poisson distribution. The source laser
ower was adjusted to produce 5 photon-induced ava-
anches on average in a single 3.2-ns time slot. The histo-
ram data matches a Poisson distribution closely. This dem-
nstrates that the array is capable of measuring multiphoton
vents with wide dynamic range and response approaching
n ideal photon-counting detector. The Poisson response of
his asynchronous APD array, given high flux rates com-
ined with the high photon efficiency and timing reso-
ution, is unprecedented performance for a photon-counting
ear-infrared detector. Figure 4 shows a close-up picture of
fully packaged detector array in a test setup.
In summary, we operated an 8�8 photon-counting de-

ector array at flux levels up to 10 million photons per sec-

ig. 3 Probability distribution of number of detected APD firing
vents per time slot with pulsed laser illumination at a fixed power

evel, showing multiphoton sensitivity.
ptical Engineering 100502-
ond. We showed how the aggregated output of the asyn-
chronous mode CMOS circuit mitigates blocking of
individual pixels and approaches the Poisson response of an
ideal photon detector with high sensitivity and dynamic
range. The 1.06-�m detectors operated at room tempera-
ture with 3.2-ns timing resolution, 40% detection effi-
ciency, and an average of 40 kHz of dark counts per pixel.
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